Sunday, February 3, 2018
Elkton Indoor Tennis
Elkton, Md.

Delaware 5, Concordia College 2

DOUBLES
1. James Wilkinson/Luis Molina (Delaware) def. Eymeric Chevalier/Michele Fenoaltea (Concordia), 6-4
2. Nathan Benyowitz/Laurenz Lankes (Delaware) def. William Nilsson/Jan Godfrey Seno (Concordia), 6-4
3. Guilherme Valdoleiros/Milo Nagle (Delaware) def. Maximillian Grundmann/Henry Masters (Concordia), 6-3
Order of Finish: 1, 3, 2

SINGLES
1. James Wilkinson (Delaware) def. Eymeric Chevalier (Concordia), 6-4, 6-3
2. Luis Molina (Delaware) def. Michele Fenoaltea (Concordia), 6-0, 4-6, 10-6
3. Guilherme Valdoleiros (Delaware) def. Henry Masters (Concordia), 6-0, 7-5
4. William Nilsson (Concordia) def. Nathan Benyowitz (Delaware), 6-4, 7-6 (3)
5. Jan Godfrey Seno (Concordia) def. Laurenz Lankes (Delaware), 6-4, 4-6, 13-11
6. Milo Nagle (Delaware) def. Maximillian Grundmann (Concordia), 6-0, 6-4
Order of Finish: